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Bamboo flooring cost lowes

Bamboo flooring has evolved into one of the largest segments of the wood flooring industry over the past 10 years. That's because it's much cheaper and more durable than most wooden flooring options out there. But will it work as a building material for you? Here's a bamboo floor primer. First, bamboo is not wooden at
all. It is a type of grass, the largest grass in the world, and there are dozens of varieties. The one most used for flooring, called Moso bamboo, is from China and other parts of Asia.Bamboo Floor DurabilityBamboo is processed in a few different ways to make flooring. 'Stranded' bamboo is by far the largest portion of the
bamboo floor market. It is made by shredding the stems into long strands and then pressing them into the final solid shape using heat and plastic binders. It's available as tongue-and-groove flooring that's nailed, or the click-along style, the same choices for most laminate and design plank floors. The hardness and
durability of stranded bamboo flooring exceeds that of any domestic solid wood flooring available. The dozens of colors available allow you to choose flooring that is shady like cherry, ash, oak or just about any other wood species. However, since stranded bamboo doesn't have natural wood grain, few will mistake it for
the right deal. If you want a floor to have the real look of bamboo, choose 'horizontal' bamboo flooring. Instead of being shredded, the bamboo stalks are cut into thin strips, which are then laminated together to form the boards. You can see the grain and nodes (the 'knuckles' on bamboo stalks) in the floor. However,
horizontal bamboo flooring isn't nearly as loud as stranded, so it's not the best bamboo choice if your floor will get heavy use or abuse. The least expensive bamboo option is designed bamboo flooring. It has a thin layer of bamboo laminated on plywood, the same type of construction used for other engineering flooring.
(You won't find too many choices in this category.) Is Bamboo flooring a good choice? Bamboo does have some downsides. Because it is grass, not wood, it is affected by moisture more than other floor choices. This will swell significantly more than wood or other types of flooring, so avoid installing it in damp areas. And
unlike wood flooring, bamboo can never be shed and refinished. You can find bamboo flooring at any home center, but if you want to see a larger selection, go to lumberliquidators.com. You can order it there or use the store locator if you prefer to shop in person. Bamboo flooring is a hard, stable, and reliable flooring
material with a pleasant exotic appearance. It has several unique features. For one, it has exceptional liability that allows it to have blunt impacts without denting or bending - in this feature it surpasses the most hardwood material. hardwood material. in addition to its better elasticity, bamboo is surprisingly difficult. It has a
Janka rating of about 1800, which is significantly more difficult than that of white oak (1360) and maple (1450). Bamboo FlooringBecause bamboo grows in tropical regions, it has an organic resistance to water. But it expands and contracts with changes in its moisture content, and it can stain. If you are going to use
bamboo in a bathroom or a kitchen, it may be wise to apply an extra layer of polyurethane or wash after installation to ensure a permanently flush and stainless surface. Check with the floor manufacturer and/or use your installer for the right products. As with regular wood floors, bamboo flooring comes in solid and design
tongue-and-groove strips and boards, meaning there are bamboo options available for both plywood and concrete subfloors. Because of the thinness of the bamboo stalks, solid-bamboo flooring is actually composed of bamboo strips that are laminated together. Engineering bamboo flooring has a veneer of bamboo
over low plywood. There are also click-along varieties that congsemble merely by break floor pieces together, but are warned that these often do not wear as professionals a look once they are installed. Although bamboo is naturally light in color, it can be darkened by steam and pressure in a process called carbon. (Be
aware that carbonization is said to mitigate bamboo by as much as 30 percent, resulting in a floor product that can be less resilient.) Some manufacturers also offer a variety of lead bamboo flooring, as well as hand-scraped options. While bamboo flooring is now widely available, not all bamboo is created equal. Low-cost
bamboo is generally made from stems that have yet to fully mature, meaning the plant has not developed the density necessary to make an acceptable floor and will easily torture and dive. Find a Wood Floor Pro Near YouGet Free Bid Now! Because bamboo is a type of grass that renews every few years, it is
considered an environmentally friendly product. (For more on this, see Sustainable Wooden Flooring Options.) Find a Pre-Screened Local Wood Flooring ContractorBamboo Floor - Is It Right for Your Home? was last moded: April 30th, 2018 by Don Vandervort, HomeTips © 1997 to 2020 We have three big-free floor
ideas that stand up to daily slugfestation, and easily clean wipes. Better still, each project costs less than $400. 1. A painted Subfloor If you can't afford new hardwood floors, paint your subfloor. That's what Carrie from Beautiful Etc. did after giving her nasty, old living room carpet the boot. Prep Offer List: Buy and sell
sometimes it just doesn't work out. Here's how to say goodbye when you're unhappy. Yard &amp; Patio Be home on the block that runs bugs from. Should I sell my house? Resources to help you find the real estate to navigate Twilight Mask Work Gloves Pliers Flat-Blow Screwdriver Floor Patch Kit A Palm sander or a
large floor sander (the latter working faster) Here's how she prepares the floor: Vacuuming the carpet to cut on dust. Ripped the carpet and carpet paddle. Remove pack strips and staples from the subfloor with pliers and screwdriver. Patched nate and staple holes with flexible floor spots. Sanded the floor (by the way,
plywood will never be silky smooth). Re-vaporized before painting. Home Maintenance Tips Keep the vintage backstage, but rate that time- and money-draining retro thermostat to programmable. Home Maintenance Tips Save your cash for more important things, such as, you know, your mortgage. Home Maintenance
Tips Even if you think they've already started freezing. Home Maintenance Tips Telltale signs you're flubbing homeowner maintenance, like parking on grass. Home Maintenance Tips Avoid regretting knowing what questions to ask a REALTOR® or owner before committing to a new home. Painting supply list: Oil-based
floor primer Porch and floor paint (Carrie uses three colors, one for each of the following: base coat, border, and stencil.) Painter's band Stencil Sealer How she painted the floor: Primed the floor. Applied the base color. Created a border using painter's tape and then painted. Use a stencil to paint a design within the
border. Used sealer to protect the floor. Note: She gave every layer of paint one day to dry. Cost: about $300 What makes it low maintenance? The stencil pattern hides dust and dirt; the sealer prevents dirt from sticking, so it is easy to wipe clean. What to consider before painting a subfloor: Will it turn off potential
buyers? In some states, you may not sell a house if the subfloor is exposed. Related: How to paint concrete correctly 2. A low-maintenance bathroom floor Anna, the blogger behind By Sixteen, has a bathroom floor that always looks spotless. Her secret: The floor consists of tiny black carpet rules, so dust and water
patches never appear. The rest of space is white, so the room appears cheerful and bright. Here's what she used to create the floor: Penny-rounds tile in matte black from Nemo Sanded grout in charcoal by Polyblend Sanded caulk in black by Tec Anna didn't detail her installation process, but here are some common
guidelines for applying mesh-backed penny-round tile. Apply a mortar adhesive to the surface with a trophy. The trophy creates edges that the tile adheres to. Lay the mortar in small areas at a time so that it does not dry out. Adjust the tile sheets to just get them right. Cut sides and corners with nippers or circular saws
with a tile-cut blade. Wearing goggles! Let it dry, then add grout between the tiles. Use cauliflower where tiles are at an angle or a bath, toilet, etc. Seal the after letting everything dry. Cost: about $350, including a additional things, such as tile undercoat What does it make low maintenance? When Anna cleans the floor,
she vacuums and then wipes it with a wet Swiffer cloth. She also scrubs the floor's corners and taps every few months. 3. A high-octane Epoxy Floor The average garage floor is a dirty concrete slab topped with muck, such as paint splashes and oil stains. So Ashley, from the Shanty 2 Chic blog, transformed the floor into
her garage into a bold and grimy-resistant surface worthy of a muscle car shop. She covered the floor with two boxes' worth of Rust-Oleum garage flooring epoxy shield. Each of the two available colors, gray glamour and tan gloss, comes with cool confetti chips that give flooring a retro look. Cost: about $150, not
including tools How she painted the floor: Ashley had a great tutorial on how to epoxy a garage floor. FYI, you can do it yourself! What makes it low maintenance? Epoxy floors easily wipe clean and withstand stains. Now the garage has a dual purpose: It functions as a workshop for her and a playroom for the kids.
Related: 9 Large Garage Storage Ideas Once a Novelty Act, bamboo flooring is now considered a standard option. But not all bamboo flooring is created equal. Some suppliers are more committed to sustainable practices, while others offer a wider range of products, and still others can boast the lowest prices. The best
option for you may depend on your priorities. Teragren Optimum 5.5 Moso It pays to stay on top of things. Teragren, with its hand in the whole process of making bamboo flooring - from cutting the bamboo culm (stealth) to sending boards down to distributors - is capable of quality-checking its products in strict detail. One
of the best examples of Teragren's higher quality is a special species of bamboo called Optimum 5.5 Moso (Phyllostachys pubescens). This is not your backyard bamboo; Moso has dense, hard fibers and is harvested only at its most mature point (about 5.5 to 6 years old). Cali Bamboo Fossilized based in San Diego,
CA, Cali Bamboo offers one sample of a product. Their own Fossilized process produces bamboo flooring with a Janka hardness rating of 5,000, making it the toughest bamboo flooring on the market. Cali accounts Fossilized as twice the density of any other hardwood flooring in the world and they support this claim with
a 50-year warranty. Although glue contributes to Fossilized's strength, this floor still has low VOC (volatile organic compound) content and has no added formaldehyde. Beach-weaving the boards also sticky this material for the toughest home or even commercial use. Teragren With a very bamboo floor, proof is
dangerous. Bamboo is often awarded points because it is green and ethical, even if it is clearly not. Teragren, based in Bainbridge Island, WA, knows exactly its raw materials raw materials and will share it with the public.  Teragren ensures that its suppliers' factory workers and farmers are paid fair wages. The company
also participates in LEED programmes, only harvests highly sustainable bamboo, and is a member of various organisations dedicated to environmental issues. Lowe's and Home Depot The renowned big box home centers lead the way in overall selection. Where other retailers can offer 15 to 20 types of bamboo floors,
Both Lowe's and Home Depot carry about 60 different products - from the usual honey-colored bamboo all the way to unique offerings like lead color, pure black and gray. Wood liquidators, Lowe's, Home Depot If the price of bamboo flooring is your only concern, take your pick. It's relatively easy to find cheap bamboo
flooring. Wood liquidators: Wood liquidators consistently keep its prices on bamboo floor rock-under cheap. They regularly offer special offers that include options below $2 per square foot and some lower than $1.50 per square foot. Lowe's and Home Depot: Home improvement stores Lowe's and Home Depot also
manage to keep bamboo prices low. But Lumber Liquidators make sure the big box stores will never match their prices. Lowe's lowest price offer typically hovers around $2 per square foot. Foot.
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